
Bengbu High Speed Rail Plaza 

Location: Bengbu, Anhui, China

phase of a two-phased 29,000m² high-

speed train station project.

Upper Left:   Construction Photo

Lower Left:    (Left to Right) Side Wall, 

                       Detail of Window System,     

                        Atrium to Train Station

Upper Right:  Floor Plan: Ground

Middle Right: Floor Plan: 01

Lower Right:  Floor Plan: 02

Design Concept:

Phase one was for the design of the 

west station to serve the existing city 

of Bengbu 12 kilometers to the west 

of the designated site. The design of 

the train station is an ensemble of 

two buildings to frame the north and 

south edges of an urban plaza and the 

design of the urban plaza. The design 

of the actual station was complete and 

under construction at the initiation 

of the project in early 2010. Through 

that the design needed to address 

and mediate a height difference of 

elevation of the train station and its 

adjacent urban plaza dictated by the 

performance requirement of the train 

station.

Rather than seeing the above given 

conditions as conditions requiring 

remediation, they were utilized as 

opportunity to enhance the urban 

experience in the creation of an upper 

linear urban ground plane as a social 

stage to see and be seen. As a stage 

it is the intention of the design to 

allow multiple social activities of much 

more intimate scale to take place on 

the upper ground plane while larger 

communal activities to take place 

on the lower plaza creating an urban 

spectacle with multi-scalar effect.

Upper Left:     Plaza Design Rendering

Lower Left:     Building Materials +  

                       Solar Envelope

Upper Right:   Floor Plan: 03

Middle Right:  Floor Plan: 04

Lower Right:   Floor Plan: 05
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cladded with a glass facade that encloses 

the movie theater program, located on 

department store, located on the ground 

glass skin enables people to be able to see 

performance while traversing behind the 

atrium stage. 

China South City (CSC): 

Zhengzhou Plot 4 HOSPA Proposal 

Location: Zhengzhou, Henan, China

The project is a 196,000 m² HOSPA 

mixuse proposal. The project features 

four towers and a podium mall. The 

one business hotel, two apartment 

towers, one four star hotel. The 

podium mall program contains a 

movie theater and a convention hall. 

In order to create a minimal zone 

for vehicular circulation, the hotel 

and west ends of the site. In return, the 

north and south edge can be dedicated for 

pedestrian use. The business hotel tower 

and the apartment tower are aligned to 

in designing the mall's internal space and 

minimize the impact of tower cores on 

mall retail spaces. 

The mall shopping experience revolves 

around the main central atrium space. 

The central atrium space focuses around 

a central stage, which appears as a recess 

in a golden egg. The central atrium is 

Upper Left:     Southeast Bird's Eye 

Upper Right:   Program Diagram

Middle Right:  Mall Circulation Diagram  

Lower Right:   Fire Lane Circulation 

                       Diagram

Mall Circulation Design

The circulation is a 200 meter 

long close loop system with 

single loaded storefront. The 

design spaces the escalators 30 

meters apart and uses a crisscross 

circulation to promote a better 

distribution of shoppers to 

various retail areas of the mall. 

The central vertical circulation 

revolves around the central stage 

and stepped back to give an opera 

like spatial experience.

Crisscross Circulation Diagram

Split Circulation Diagram

Double Stack Circulation Diagram
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Floor Plan: -02

Floor Plan: -01

Floor Plan: 01

Northeast View

Southwest View 

Floor Plan: 04

Floor Plan: 03

Floor Plan: 02

Interior Atrium View From Second Floor 

Interior Atrium View From Fourth Floor 
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Zhong Tian Development Group:

Guiyang Future Ark Parcel G7

Location: Guiyang, Guizhou, China

The project is a 180,000m2 mix use 

project that consist of two 37,860m2 

apartment tower, a 22,000m2 SOHO 

tower. a 48,000m2 mall and 35,000m2 

of street Retail. The development 

includes a 2,000 m2 transportation hub 

that would serve the surrounding area.

Upper Left:   Southside Main Entrance 

                     View

Lower Left:   Concept diagram showing 

                     concept expressed in the 

                     architecture

Upper Right:  Overall Perspective

Middle Right: Overall Perspective

Lower Right:  Site Plan

PUSH OUT TOP ROCK MASSING

FOLDING SURFACE

CUTTING THE ROCK

CUTTTING THE SURFACE

CUTTING THE ROCK

APPLY TO ARCHITECTURE

Site Stragety:

The site has 21 meter elevation change 

on the northern edge and a 17 meter 

grade change on the eastern edge 

of the project site. With the given 

site conditions, the design dictates 

a design that will accommodate the 

slope differences through grading. The 

grading divides the site into 5 separate 

plateaus across the east west axis. 

Adjacent to the southern edge is 

a newly built opera theater which 

gives an opportunity for a pedestrian 

friendly con-nection to the project 

site. 

The northern and eastern edge 

accommodates the vehicular entrances 

needed for the site. The northern edge 

serves the two apartment towers and 

the transportation hub. The eastern 

edge accommodates the SOHO tower, 

the retail loading and the retail 

parking entrances.

Upper Left:    Site Strategy Diagrams

Lower Left:    Main Plaza View 

Upper Right:   Floor Plan: -02

Middle Right:  Floor Plan: -01 

Lower Right:   Floor Plan:  01

EXSITING SITE GRADING STRATEGY CREATING MAIN STREET RETAIL SPINE

RETAIL STREET CIRCULATION CREATING COURTYARDS TERRACING FOR OUTDOOR DINNING
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Design Concept:

The Rock

Guiyang is famous for containing the 

tallest peak of the Wuling mountain 

range. The name of the tallest peak 

is Mount Fanjing. At the top of the 

summit, there are a series of tall 

slender like-columns with a large 

rock resting upon each of them. The 

architecture form uses this concept 

and is expressed at all the major retail 

entry points through the overhanging 

masses on the southern edge and at 

the two main entrances of the mall. 

The rock expression is also used on 

the tower masses. Each tower is like 

a column that has a large rock resting 

upon it. 

The Fan

The folded canopy is an expression of 

the Chinese folding fan. Chinese fan 

were once used as a tool for cooling 

but as time passed, fan were used to 

show nobility and status class. Fans 

were used as canvas for poets and 

artist who would adorn with sonnets 

or Chinese watercolor paintings.  Like 

the fan, the canopy helps cools and 

shade the exterior retail space and 

also helps direct natural wind currents 

into the project. The canopy is an 

exterior expression that helps link the 

main street retail circulation to the 

main mall atrium. The fan expression 

is also expressed on the northern mall 

entrance.

Upper Left:     Site Diagram

Lower Left:    North Main Entrace View

Upper Right:   Floor Plan: 02

Middle Right:  Floor Plan: 03

Lower Right:   Floor Plan: 04

URBAN FABRIC MOVEMENT AND ACCESS ZONING STRATEGY

RETAIL STRATEGY BUILDING HEIGHT STRATEGYOPEN SPACE NETWORK

Retail Strategy:

Retail arrangement focuses on the 

adjacent opera house, which will 

become the main front of the project. 

The design uses the southeast plaza 

and the southwest plaza as the main 

convergent point of access and the 

main entrances to the street retail and 

mall. The strategy for the southern 

façade is to not create a solid front 

but a front that allows several 

secondary entryways that lead into the 

project

Street Retail Strategy 

The strategy takes advantage of a 

sloped site by being able to provide 

The design also creates two story 

retail to improve tenant occupancy 

and lease pricing.  Each of the three 

interior retail street has their own 

interior courtyard space to provide as 

gathering area and provides access to 

corridors.

Upper Left     Street Retail Circulation 

                      Concept Diagram

Middle Left:    Street Retail Section  

Lower Left:    Mall Section    

Upper Right:   Floor Plan: 05

Middle Right:  Floor Plan: 06

Lower Right:   Floor Plan: 07
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China South City Nanning ASEAN 

Exhibition and City Center Proposal

Nanning, Guangxi, China

This is a 2.4 km² development proposal 

for a new business city center that consist 

of developing a mega shopping center, 

a convention center, ASEAN exhibition 

center, a convention center and multiple 

HOSPCA 

Due the nature of the size, the design is 

based on a radial design to reduce the 

distances and allow programs to be more 

traversable. 

Upper Left:    Rendering of Mall and ASEAN 

                      Exhibition Center

Lower Left:    Site plan

Upper Right:  View from ASEAN Exhibition 

                      Center looking at shopping 

                      mall

Middle Right:  Entry into exhibition center

Lower Right:  Overall night view of project

Conceptu`al Facade

enables halls to function independently and enables the convention center to host multiple events. Each exhi-bition hall is created 

from a three leaf canopy and each hall is connected through a one leaf canopy. The exhibition hall skin design was conceived through 

the thinking of a pineapple skin, where each opening consists of quad panels on a curve surface. Due to the curvature of the surface, 

it allows slits to form and gives each exhibition hall natural evenly diffused indirect light.

Lower Left: Canopy detail skin system study. Upper Right: Intial placement form study. Middle Right: Diagram showing convention 

Conceptual Massing

Diagram Showing Aggregation of Exhibition Halls

Conceptual Facade
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Sansha Visitor Center Proposal

Sansha, Hainan, China

The Sansha Visitor Center is a proposal for 

the city of Sansha to provide a place to 

inform, help, educate about the island. 

and support spaces for press and media. 

The center focuses primarily on creating a 

unique building that will become the icon 

and tourist branding for the island.  

Upper Left:    Tourist Center from Water 

                      Front 

Lower Left:    Concept Diagram

Upper Right:  Plan: 01 F

Middle Right: Plan: 02 F

Lower Right:  Plan: 03 F 

Design Concept:

Sansha literally means "three sands" 

because island sits on the border of 

three countries, which are Philippines, 

Vietnam and China. The location 

the three wing design. The exterior 

skin is a metaphor for the three sands. 

Each wing becomes the adjacent roof 

as a gesture that this island is the 

convergence of three countries. 

Due to the lack of materials on 

the island, the structure of the 

project must be shipped to site. 

Hence the design utilizes simple 

construction techniques and the use 

of pre fabrication to help simplify the 

construction process. The primary 

structural system a spread footing 

system with concrete columns that 

system with the primary exterior 

cladding comprising of a generic 

operable glazing system to promote 

vernacular architecture. The aluminum 

cladded does not only serve as an 

ascetic purpose but help integrate the 

skylights toprovide natural lighting in 

the project.

Titanium Cladding

Glazing

Courtyard Garden

Structure

Upper Left:    Section A-A: Skin Skylight 

                      Detail 

Lower Left:    Section B-B: Short Side 

                      Curtain Wall Detail 

                      Section C-C: Long Side 

                      Curtain Wall+ Detail

Upper Right:  West view of project

Lower Right:  Exploded Axon 
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Program Design 

The spatial design uses an open planning 

a free plan , such as providing for areas 

such as the visitor information center, 

media center/ theater and art gallery. The 

kids’ center, customer survey center and 

Branding Design 

the meaning of "Sansha," the meaning 

of three sands. The logo is the sign for 

three converging islands that forms what 

is known as Sansha. The design was to 

make the three islands in the logo to be 

all the same size to help establish that 

there is no hierarchical importance of the 

three countries but a unity for the three 

countries. The island logo uses a pinwheel 

arrangement to help enhance the concept 

of a convergent point and also relfects the 

architectural form concept and the spatial 

concept of a public convergent area.

Exterior Public Design 

The urban aspect of the center plaza space 

is to make the project feel more of an 

event space than a bureaucratic center for 

visitors. The center plaza allows people 

to be able to gather and provides a space 

for program to happen after hours, such 

as seeing the sunset or sunrise. The space 

gives locals and tourist a convergent point. 

This urban canopy is a space that has no 

program but provide a space for urban 

program to be created, such as learning 

tradition Chinese folk dance, to a space for 

senior citizens to escape the summer heat. 

The design of the canopy is essential to 

make locals and visitors to feel welcome.
Upper Left:    Interior View of 

                      Information Center                          

Upper Right:  Final Sansha logo and 

                      various other logo 

                      schemes

Lower Right:  Exterior Public 

                      Courtyard View

Kiosk Design 

One of the major requirements for 

the kiosk is to blend into the natural 

environment of Sansha. The solution is to 

make a part of the kiosk out of wood to 

match the surround areas. Since one side 

of the wall is made from glulam louvers, 

it was decided that it would be the public 

areas of the lavatory, such as the locations 

of the sink. The more private areas are 

to be built with CMU walls covered by an 

covered with a semi opaque corrugated 

resin panels that would allow the 

bathrooms to be naturally lit. 

The kiosk form takes the same formal 

concept the main visitor center. Rather 

than having three wings, the kiosk has only 

have two. The design maintains the same 

concept of wall to roof and roof to wall. 

Upper Left:    Bathroom Kiosk Bird's Eye View 

Lower Left:    Approach to Bathroom Kiosk

Upper Right:  Bathroom Interior Kiosk View

Lower Right:  Bathroom Kiosk Plan
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Nanchang 4S Auto Mall Proposal

Nanchang, Jiangxi, China

This 471,000 m² proposal is to create 

a new experience in buying and selling 

car and related products. The design is 

which includes a test drive course on 

the roof. The mega program assortment 

creates more than a 4s car dealership, it 

creates a place to provide the ultimate 

car buying experience and a place for 

the for China's car enthusiast to gather 

and discuss cars.  The 4s dealership is a 

new typology that is appearing in China. 

The 4s dealership stands for the programs 

that it provides, which are Service, Sale, 

Spare parts and Survey. These types of 

dealerships give the advantage over other 

car dealerships by providing thorough 

for car buyers.

The design creates a place for 36 different 

car dealerships, with a 2396 meter long 

used car dealership and a 1750 meter long 

test drive course. The concept is not to 

only create a place for buying cars but to 

help develop a place for car culture to be 

born. The design goals is to create a 

place where car manufactures and 

enthusiast can host annual car shows 

and to be considered as the place for 

car manufactures to reveal new cars.

Upper Left:     Program Diagram

Upper Right:   -01F -02F Program Plan

Middle Right: 1F Program Plan

Lower Right:  5F-6F Program Plan

Program Arrangement 

The design focuses on the allowing 

multiple 4s auto dealerships, which 

are independently designed by each 

is an auto part mall that both the 4s 

dealerships and the use car dealership 

have access to. Due to the program 

placement, it gives the opportunity 

for new car buyers to buy accessories 

or used car customers to buy parts to 

repair their used car. Above the used 

car lot and dealership is a 1750m test 

drive course allows visitors to test 

new cars from the 4s dealerships or 

used cars. The drive course is partially 

allows the people approaching the 

project to see the test drive course 

and the events that are taking place 

used for visitor parking. 

Used Car Lot Design

The used car lot functions as two 

continuous adjacent spirals. The folded 

design allows cars be able to traverse 

up to the roof or traverse down the 

to east or west exit. The central ramp 

serves as a bridge for the two spirals 

circulation. The central bridge also 

serves as car lifts for the 4s dealerships 

to the test drive course. Within the 

used car lot there are multiple used 

car dealerships scattered along the 

interior atrium.

Upper Left:    Program Diagram

Lower Left:    Used Car Lot 

                      Circulation Diagram 

Upper Right:   Auto Mall Interior Space  

Middle Right:  Auto Mall Interior 

                      Ground Floor View 

Lower Right:  Electric Tramway for the  

                      Used Car Lot  
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Upper Right:   Bird’s Eye View of Site  

Upper Left:

                       Entrance

Middle Left:    View Hotel Entrance

Lower Left:

                       Scheme

China South City (CSC): 

China South City Xi’an Plot 5 

Proposal 

Location: Xi'an, Shaanxi, China

The site of the project is located near 

a newly proposed light rail station and 

at a major intersection of two main 

streets. The project site has a minor 

throughway that runs directly through 

the site and needs to be addressed. 

The site width is only 80m wide, which 

placement of the four towers that the 

client requested. Due to these site 

constraints, it made sense to group the 

towers into groups rather than having 

four towers spread along the site. The 

ambitious goal of the client was to 

develop this plot to be a 195,000m² 

HOPSCA.  

A HOPSCA is a program acronym 

Shopping Mall, Convention, and 

Apartment. This type of building 

program has been gaining popularity 

in China and has been built in multiple 

cities. Xi’an Plot 5 consists of two 

hotel tower, and a podium mall with a 

convention hall. 

The design consists of two groups 

canopy that in return serves as the 

 

Upper Left:   Hotel Floor Plan Level 32  

Lower Left:   Hotel Floor Plan Level 32  

Upper Right: Hotel Section Showing 

                     Atrium Space, Swim-

                     ming Pool and Lobby

Lower Right: Hotel Section Study 

                     Showing Rhino Model 

                     and Rendered Section 

                     Cut. 

Hotel Tower Design

The tower form is based on a curved 

triangular extrusion. The budge of the 

tower, smallest at the ends and widest 

at the center, helps maximizes the 

productivity of the hotel due to the 

help decrease the area needed for 

deluxe suits. The 4 story hotel lobby 

atrium is designed with a glass bottom 

pool for its roof, so that visitors can 

see people swimming while they check 

in. The pool is also visible from the 

encloses the pool area. The upper 

glass, to allow natural lighting into the 

tower and to save on HVAC cost. 
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Upper Right: Bird’s Eye of Project

            Left: Studies of Canopy 

                     Entrances. Scheme A 

                     is a canopy that touches 

                     the ground at two  

                     points. Scheme B touch

                     es the ground at one  

                     C does not touch the  

                     ground.

China South City Xi'an Plot 1 

Exterior Facade Proposal:

Xi'an, Shaanxi, China

The project involves creating a facade for 

a pre-existing program and interior design.  

The design focuses on developing the mall 

entrances and a facade to mask the boxy 

program. The initial facade concept is 

to break the box facade by introducing a 

curve wave on the facade to "wrap" the 

facade. The four east entrances and four 

west entrances echoes the wave design 

form. The initial design involves creating 

a canopy that users can interact with. The 

Canopy is a double curvature aluminum 

cladded structure. The design uses two 

curves that are off center from each other, 

which creates the dynamic movement in 

the skin. The second scheme, scheme b, is 

similar to scheme a except the difference 

of having one leg touching ground. The 

third scheme, scheme c, does not touch 

the ground, but rather is a wavy canopy 

that does not touch the ground. The 

entrance design sets the user experience.

 

Scheme A

Scheme B

Scheme C

CCANOPY AXON

TRUSS STRUCTURE

SKIN AXON

SKIN ELEVATION SKIN ELEVATION

TRUSS STRUCTURETRUSS STRUCTURE

CANOPY PROFILE

CCANOPY AXON

TRUSS STRUCTURE

SKIN AXON

SKIN ELEVATION 

TRUSS STRUCTURE

CANOPY PROFILE

CAANOPY AXON

TRUSS STRUCTURE

SKIN AXON

SKIN ELEVATION 

TRUSS STRUCTURE

CANOPY PROFILE

Upper Left: Various canopy axon showing truss structure,  

                   script used to create truss components. 

Lower Left: Canopy renderings showing scheme a, 

                    scheme b, and scheme c

Scheme A Scheme B Scheme C
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